
Wealthy Romans are

famous for their parties!

Discover the weird and

wonderful food they ate

such as peacocks' brains

and stuffed dormice.

Feasts & Slavery
in Roman times

 

Share your work with us at
@Amgueddfa_Learn
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We invite you to a
Roman feast where
you will meet a
Roman (costumed
facilitator) and learn
how to feast like a
Roman!

Find out about the lives of

the slaves behind the rich

Roman lifestyles. 

Explore the Museums

collections and take part

in activities.



Supporting 
Activities 

eBook: Feasts &
Slavery in Roman
times.
Explore this eBook to

discover more. Packed

with information, images,

videos quizzes lesson

plans and more... 

Link

Video: Where did the
Romans come from? 
Listen to a two-minute video

explaining where the Romans

came from and who once ruled

the Legion in Caerleon.

Link

https://museum.wales/learning/activity/538/eBook-Feasts--Slavery-in-Roman-times/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/525/Feasts--Slavery-in-Roman-times---virtual-workshop-KS2/


 Get creative!

Make a Roman recipe
Host your own Roman feast! try

out some of these Roman

recipes. Link

Make a mosaic or
Shield
Make your own Mosaic or

Roman Shield.

https://museum.wales/learnin

g/activity/179/Creative-

activities/

Introduce yourself in
Latin!
Salve! Nomen Muem Est…..

Hello! My name is....

Make an audio recording or

video of yourself. 

https://museum.wales/learning/activity/540/Roman-Recipes/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/179/Creative-activities/


Explore the Museum &
Collections on-line.

Find your favourite object in
the Museum. Take a look a 360

look around the National

Roman Legion Museum. 

https://museum.wales/learning/

activity/413/National-Roman-

Legion-Museum-360-/

Look at our collections on-
line 

https://museum.wales/learning/

activity/343/Roman-Collections-

Online/

Pick three objects and tell us

what they are and why you like

them.

https://museum.wales/learning/activity/413/National-Roman-Legion-Musem-360-/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/413/National-Roman-Legion-Musem-360-/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/413/National-Roman-Legion-Museum-360-/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/343/Roman-Collections-Online/


Barrack Room, Weapons
& Quiz.
Listen to the audio of a soldier

telling you about his life in the

barrack room. Look around a 360

of a soldier's bedroom. 

Learn the Latin names of a

soldier's kit and weapons. Then

when you are ready test your

knowledge

https://museum.wales/learning/ac

tivity/430/Barrack-Room-

Weapons--Quiz/

How did the Romans
influence Wales? 

Watch a 5 minute video called

Roman Remains and answer the

quiz. Plus note down three things

you think are important.

https://museum.wales/learning/ac

tivity/422/Roman-Remains-video

https://museum.wales/learning/activity/430/Barrack-Room-Weapons--Quiz/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/422/Roman-Remains-video


Further reading
eBooks

Roman School
Explore what education was like

for rich Roman children. You will

discover the Roman collections

held by the National Roman

Legion Museum and the National

Library of Wales. Link

Lotions and Potions
Discover the ways Romans tried

to prevent disease, how they

made medicines and what they

used to perform operations. Link

Iron Age Wales- Gods
and War
Explore Iron Age Wales and the

world of the Celts. Themes: Art,

Religion, Tribes, Warriors, Roman

Invasion & Amgueddfa Cymru -

National Museum Wales. Link

https://museum.wales/learning/activity/344/Roman-School-/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/397/Lotions-and-Potions/
https://museum.wales/learning/activity/451/Iron-Age-Wales---Gods-and-War/

